
• Colourful paper or card
• Pencil or pen
• Scissors
• Glue
• Extra pieces of colourful paper
• Felt tip pens

You will need:

1) First, place your hand on a piece of colourful paper or 
card.

3) Cut around the outline. For the best results, we found our 
paper bunnies looked cutest when we cut the thumb a little 
thinner than the outline.

2) Draw around your hand, or ask a friend to help you.

4) You now have your paper handprint. Time to transform 
it into a bunny!
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5) First, fold the middle finger backwards. 

6) Then fold the little finger and thumb inwards, to become 
the arms and hands of your Easter bunny.

7) Now, use felt tip pens to add decorations and details to 
your handprint bunny. We found our paper bunny looked 
best if we outlined the arms to make them stand out from 
the body.

8) Now, cut out an object for your Easter bunny to hold 
from your spare colourful paper. Add decorative designs 
using felt tip pens or pencils.

9) Use glue to attach the object to the bunny’s tummy. Then 
glue the end of the arms on top of the object. We thought 
our paper bunny looked best when we made the arms stand 
up slightly in a loop from the paper, so we had a 3D 
handprint bunny.

10) Our paper handprint bunny is a cute quick Easter craft. 
It would also look great on the front of an Easter card.
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Make a whole burrow of bunnies with this quick paper 
craft. Explore different decorations and give each bunny 
a different object to hold. You could even attach them to 
string and make a paper chain of handprint Easter bunnies.

Scan for more Easter 
craft inspiration!

We hope this information on this resource is helpful. However, some ingredients and/or materials used might 
cause allergic reactions, so if you have concerns about your own or somebody else’s health or wellbeing, 
always speak to a qualified health professional. Remember, activities listed within the resource should 
always be supervised by an appropriate adult.
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